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Intended Outcome

� To study the relevance of existing academic 
research in the Indian Universities in 
changing environment; 

� To identify recent trends in research 
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� To identify recent trends in research 
practices in leading universities across the 
globe; and

� To suggest the measures that Indian 
universities need to take to meet growing 
demands of research in the flux environment 
of the near future.



Worlds Most Successful 

Innovative Companies 

Apple Google

Twitter Facebook

NetFlix Nissan
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Zynga, Groupon

Epocrates 

■ Continuous innovation, the common denominator, is 
a potent competitive weapon, especially during tough 
economic times



Best Examples of Successful 

Innovations

� Nike and Apple developed a sensor that transmits 
data from inside a shoe to the runner’s iPod or 
iPhone

� GlaxoSmithKline and Oratech partnered to develop 
Aquafresh White Trays, a tooth-whitening strip
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Aquafresh White Trays, a tooth-whitening strip
� P&G - Tide Total Care was developed through 

Sweden’s Lund University and two small chemical 
companies as partners

� P&G - Glad brand plastic bag joint venture with 
Clorox, a historical rival

� P&G - Food product joint ventures with ConAgra and 
General Mills 



Best Examples of Successful 

Innovations

� Kimberly-Clark and SunHealth Solutions developed 
Little Swimmers Sun Care, an adhesive sticker that 
changes color to alert parents to the risk of sunburn

� Kraft and Hershey developed S’mores, a mixture of 
hot marshmallows that melt the chocolate between 
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hot marshmallows that melt the chocolate between 
two graham crackers



Need for Change in Research Approach

The 20th Century

� Industrialization
� Transportation
� Energy, materials

The 21st Century

� Markets
� Communications
� Computers, networks
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� Energy, materials
� Nation-states
� Public Policy

� Computers, networks
� Knowledge, bits
� Nationalism



The Themes of Present Times

� The globalization of commerce and culture.

� The exponential growth of new knowledge.

� The impact of new technologies that evolve at 
exponential rates (e.g., info, bio, and 
nanotechnology).

� The compressed timescales and nonlinear nature 
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� The compressed timescales and nonlinear nature 
of the transfer of knowledge from campus 
laboratories into the commercial marketplace.

� The lifelong educational needs of citizens in a 
knowledge-driven, global economy.

� The increasing diversity of our population and the 
growing needs of underserved communities.



21st century will be the century of knowledge

The Dawn of Knowledge Era
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21 century will be the century of knowledge



World will have the most 

competitive and dynamic 
knowledge–based economy by 

2025 MAGIC
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knowledge–based economy by 

2025



Implications of Magic

� Knowledge workers will not only be the new 
agents of change but also the new capitalists as 
they will become key elements in the creation of 
wealth and employment;

� Radical innovations will be prerequisite for 
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� Radical innovations will be prerequisite for 
strong economy; and

� Knowledge will flow from those who know 
things to  those who make things.

The institutions that facilitate these flows need to exist.



Implications of Magic on Research

o Shift from Induced Research to Autonomous 
Research; and

o Shift from Theory-oriented research to practice-
oriented research.
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Shift from

‘Induced Research’ 
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‘Induced Research’ 

to 

‘Autonomous Research’



Emergence of Autonomous Research in 

Institutions of Higher Education

Induced research is 
consistent with the 
institution’s 
traditional concept 
of research. Such 

Autonomous research 
is non-directed 
research conducted 
with an objective to 
come with some 
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of research. Such 
type of research 
results in 
incremental 
innovation 

come with some 
radical innovation.

Extensive Research



Incremental Versus Radical Innovation

Incremental 
Innovation

Radical 
Innovation

• Is evolutionary and 
linear 

• Most innovations are 

• Is revolutionary and 
nonlinear 

• Is rare because of 
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incremental

• Builds on existing 
knowledge bases and 
provides small 
improvements in 
current product 
lines/processes 

difficulty and risk

• Generates significant 
technological 
breakthroughs and 
creates new 
knowledge/processes 

• Requires creativity



Incremental Versus Radical Innovation

Incremental 
Innovation

Radical 
Innovation

• Results from 
deliberate efforts

• Primarily - induced 

• Results from 
deliberate efforts

• Strong potential to 
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strategic behavior

• Can create value

lead to significant 
growth in revenues 
and profits

• Primarily -
autonomous strategic 
behavior

• Can create value



Autonomous Research

THINK
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BIG

Positive Outside the Box



Measures to bring Competitiveness in 

Indian Companies through Research

Autonomous Research Ventures:
• Produce more radical innovations
• Possess strategic flexibility and willingness to take risks
• Do more opportunity seeking
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• Must learn how to gain a competitive advantage 
(advantage-seeking behaviors)

Indian Research Institutions
• Produce more incremental innovations
• Possess more resources and capabilities to exploit 

identified opportunities
• Must relearn how to identify opportunities for radical 

innovations (opportunity-seeking skills)



Creating Value Through 

Autonomous Research

� Objective is to come up with radical innovations

� Be flexible and willing to take risks.

� Identify and exploit opportunities with sufficient 
resources and capabilities to launch radical actions.
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resources and capabilities to launch radical actions.

� Foster an radical mind-set among researchers.

� Seek to enter and compete in international markets 
through transfer of technology.



Autonomous Researcher

• Autonomous Researcher
• Researchers, acting independently or as part of 

an institution, who see an opportunity  for radical 
innovation and then take risks to develop an 
innovation to exploit it
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innovation to exploit it

• Innovators Mind-set
• Values uncertainty in the marketplace and seeks 

to continuously identify opportunities with the 
potential to lead to radical innovations



Characteristics of

Autonomous Researcher

� Highly motivated

� Willing to take responsibility for their research 
projects

� Passionate

Optimistic
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� Optimistic

� Emotional about the value and importance of 
their innovation-based ideas

� Innovators mind-set

� Able to deal with uncertainty 

� More alert to opportunities than others

� Good social skills and plan exceptionally well 



Measures to promote

Autonomous Research

� Resources;

� Excellence;

� Quality; and

� Robust System
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Measures to promote 

Autonomous Research: Resources

Essential: to ensure that Indian universities have sufficient and 
sustainable resources for education, research and invention

� Target to increase India’s research effort to 10% of its GDP: 
universities have to participate in this effort by raising more 
money for research from public and above all from private 
sources
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sources

� Universities have access to four main sources of income:
� public funding for research and teaching

� private donations

� income by selling services particularly to the private sector

� contributions from students

� Limited opportunities to increase public funding

� Income by selling services should contribute in substantial way 
to the funding



Aim: to bring all universities to the peak of their potential

� Universities to be enabled and encouraged to develop more 
interdisciplinary work:
� universities have to make choices;

� they have to identify areas where they have attained excellence. This 
may lead to increased specialisation and concentration of resources, 

Measures to promote 

Autonomous Research: Excellence
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may lead to increased specialisation and concentration of resources, 
with a Indian dimension

� Accumulating the intellectual capital represented by world-class 
teams of researchers

� India needs a pool of top-level researchers, engineers and 
technicians



A System that has ability to operate 
and achieve specified goals in face 
of uncertainty and disturbances.

Measures to promote Autonomous 

Research: Robust System
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Prerequisites of Robust System in 

Institutions of Higher Education

The systems that can be devised for 
institutions of higher education that may be 
engaged in autonomous research have to 
possess the following basic characteristics:
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� Flexibility;
� Diversity; and
� Adaptability



System that meets the modern role of 

Institutions of Higher Education

Existing System Desired System

� Standardization

� Centralization

� Flexibility (Mutual 
Adjustment)

� Decentralization
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� Centralization
� Simple Integrating 

Mechanisms
� Much written 

Communication

� Decentralization
� Complex Integrating 

Mechanisms
� Much verbal  

Communication



System that meets the modern role of 

Institutions of Higher Education

Mechanistic System Organic System

� A system like a 
machine, difficult 
to change.

� A system that is living 
and responsive to 
change.
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to change.
� Bureaucratic & 

stable -
(government 
policy, technology, 
competition).

change.
� Characteristics:

� Transformational 
Leadership

� The Intuitor’s Orientation
� Autonomy



Shift from

‘Theory-oriented Research’ 
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‘Theory-oriented Research’ 

to 

‘Practice-oriented Research’



Practice-based Research

Practice-based Research is an 
original investigation undertaken in 
order to gain new knowledge partly 
by means of practice and the 
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by means of practice and the 
outcomes of that practice. 



Practice-based Research
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What is Research?
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What is Research?



Myths about Research

� Research is gathering data from different 
resources such as books, journal or magazines, or 
internet.

� Research is merely rearranging facts or  
transporting facts from one resource to another.
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Report Model
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The Problem

1. A question raised for inquiry, consideration or 
solution

2. An complex unsettled question.
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The Problem

In research language, the problem is 
typically posed and examined as a 
question (commonly known as 
‘Research Question’).
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Research Model
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Research has a purpose: 
to answer a question or solve a problem.



Nature and Scope of Research

Knowledge
Problem/
Question Findings

Knowledge
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Question

Research
Actions

Findings



The Research Spiral
Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge
Knowledge

Knowledge
Knowledge

Research

Research
Actions

Research
Actions

Research
Actions

Research
Actions

Research
Actions

Research
Actions Research

Actions

Question

Question

QuestionQuestion

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings
Findings

Findings
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Knowledge Question

Research
Actions

Findings

Knowledge

Knowledge

Research
Actions

Research
Actions

Question

Question

Findings

Findings

Research
Actions



Research

Research is the organized and 
systematic search for answers to the 
questions we ask. 
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Research: Conceptual Context

Research involves a systematic
and scientific investigation of a 
problem with a definite purpose.
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Systematic

Research is systematic, because it follows certain steps 
that are logical in order. These steps are:

1. Understanding the nature of problem to be studied 
and identifying the related area of knowledge;

2. Reviewing literature to understand how others have
approached or dealt with the problem;
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approached or dealt with the problem;
3. Collecting data in an organized and controlled 

manner so as to arrive at valid decisions;
4. Analyzing data appropriate to the problem; and
5. Drawing conclusions and making generalizations.



Scientific Research

The process of creating knowledge 
using empirical observations and 
logical analysis according to the 
conventions of the scientific 
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conventions of the scientific 
community.



Scientific Method 

Canons of Scientific Research

• Objectivity requires that 
scientific research deals 
with facts rather than 
interpretation of facts.
• A state of knowledge 
about  the empirical world 
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Rationality Objectivity

that is independent of the  
researcher's perceptions 
and biases 

Rationality calls for logic and reasoning---
‘Deductive’ and ‘Inductive’



Scientific Research

Scientific research typically starts 
with a question or problem 
through deductive reasoning and 
comes up with theory through 
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comes up with theory through 
inductive reasoning.



Components of Scientific Research

� Question
� Based on observation or inquiry

� Hypothesis
� Statement derived from given body of knowledge 

(Theory) about the relationship between two or more 
things  

� Testing
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� Testing
� Through experimental or observation

� Results
� Confirm or reject hypothesis



Hypothesis TestingQuestion

Steps Involved in Research
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Hypothesis Testing ResultsQuestion



Formulation of Hypothesis

� A statement that suggests:
� tentative explanation for the cause of the 

problem.
� tentative solution to a problem.

� A statement describing the speculated relationship 
among two or more variables.
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among two or more variables.

Hypothesis is an educated guess. A prediction about the
relationship between two or more variables.



Theory 
Proposes

relationship
between 
variables

Scientific

Research  

Hypotheses
are derived
from  the

theory

Research is
conducted to

test the 
hypotheses 

Confidence in
theory  is
increased

Hypotheses
confirmed
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Hypotheses
disconfirmed

Confidence in
theory  is
decreased

Theory is
rejected

Theory is 
modified



Deductive Reasoning

� Derive a conclusion from given axioms 
(“knowledge”) and facts (“observations”).

� Reasoning that moves from general principles 
(theory) to particular instances (empirical 
observations). 
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Reasoning (conclusions) that transforms general theory
into specific hypothesis suitable for testing.



Theory-oriented research Practice-oriented research

Wide Populations Small Populations

Random Samples Strategic Samples

Data DataDataDataData Data

Knowledge: Knowledge:
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Knowledge:
•General

•Context Free

Results Results Results
Knowledge:
•Particular

•Context bound

Results Results Results

Theory Theory

The research carried out in a particular context  in order to develop 
new knowledge that can better inform future action in that context



Inductive Reasoning

� Observe a specific case (s) and draw general 
conclusions.

� Derive a general rule (axiom) from specific 
observations.
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Reasoning that transforms specific observations into
general theory.
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